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 Cold flows and the first quasars new
astronomyjc

The transcript of the 7th meeting of the Astronomy Twitter Journal Club. The paper discussed
was Cold flows and the first quasars (Di Matteo et al. July 2011) - http://arxiv.org
/abs/1107.1253

Hi everyone & welcome to the 7th meeting of . In today's meeting we'll be
discussing Cold flows and the first quasars

#astrojc

 astronomyjc 1 hour ago

(brief background:  Astrobites summary: 
Original paper:  

http://bit.ly/qUT0zu http://bit.ly/n2ny1q
http://bit.ly/prDwe5) #astroJC

 astronomyjc 1 hour ago

So, who's around and up for some discussion? #astrojc

 astronomyjc 1 hour ago

Hi all, I'm Marcel, postdoc at STScI working on cosmological simulations and the
connection to data. I proposed this paper :) #astroJC

 MarcelAstroph 1 hour ago

I'm Matthew, cosmologist and gravitational physicist. #astroJC

 DrMRFrancis 1 hour ago

I was impressed by the huge number of particles they follow in their simulation,
which makes for a decent resolution in a big box. #astroJC

 MarcelAstroph 1 hour ago

I'm Emma ( ), postdoc in Edinburgh, working on AGN evolution, but
at slightly lower redshift than in this paper 

@allinthegutter
#astrojc

 astronomyjc 1 hour ago

 I don't think they say in the paper, but do you have a feel for how
long such a detailed simulation takes to make? 
@MarcelAstroph

#astrojc

 astronomyjc 1 hour ago

but... I was puzzled by the seeming disconnect between the detail in BH growth and
feedback, compared to other important physics. #astroJC

 MarcelAstroph 1 hour ago

Hello, I'm Nicolas. PhD student at Durham. I'll be following the discussion for the
next 20 minutes. #astrojc

 ntejos 1 hour ago
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I am not sure, as they use 10^5 cores, MUCH more than I am used to... It must be
a lot though, as they only do one simulation. #astroJC

 MarcelAstroph 1 hour ago

 I agree. Maybe I missed it but the paper seems to make no
mention of other feedback process or star formation 
@MarcelAstroph

#astrojc

 astronomyjc 1 hour ago

They mention they use the Springel&Hernquist ISM model and star formation, that
has _some_ implicit pressurization by SNe... #astroJC

 MarcelAstroph 1 hour ago

I might guess that heating all the neighbors of the BH for BH feedback also would
be fairly inefficient.... #astroJC

 MarcelAstroph 1 hour ago

and that could be the main reason for the fast growth, and the high masses for
given galaxy velocity dispersion, what do you think? #astroJC

 MarcelAstroph 1 hour ago

 Are you suggesting that the black hole masses in their sims are
high because the BH feedback isn't removing the gas? 
@MarcelAstroph

#astrojc

 astronomyjc 1 hour ago

 Isn't that what the paper concludes? @MarcelAstroph #astrojc

 astronomyjc 1 hour ago

It might be. But if that is only a result of their numerical scheme, and not of the
physics, then what does it mean? #astroJC

 MarcelAstroph 1 hour ago

If they heat all neighbors, then at low accr. rates, they neighbors will cool down
again in the next time step, doing no feedback. #astroJC

 MarcelAstroph 1 hour ago

If they would have chosen to heat 1 neighbor, then the feedback would be efficient
at lower accretion rates (Booth&Schaye 2009) #astroJC

 MarcelAstroph 1 hour ago

 So because they required all neighbors to be heated in their sim
they end up with less efficient feedback 
@MarcelAstroph

#astrojc

 astronomyjc 1 hour ago

although maybe not so important for the growing of BHs, do you have any
comments on the criteria used to merge 2 BHs? (p3,c1,par2). #astrojc

 ntejos 1 hour ago
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I think, but I might be wrong. Would be good if they show that the number of
neighbors heated is not important for the conclusion. #astroJC

 MarcelAstroph 1 hour ago

I see lots of sim papers using their own versions of GADGET. Is this so that their
results will be consistent on some level? #astrojc

 astronomyjc 1 hour ago

If anything, doesn't that lead to *underestimates* of BH mass? Or am I missing
something? #astroJC

 DrMRFrancis 1 hour ago

 I do not know what the sound speed has to do with them merging, but I
think limiting it only to slow encounters may be good 
@ntejos

#astroJC

 MarcelAstroph 1 hour ago

 that would be only own versions of sub-grid models, in this case only
their black-hole related ingredients, I think 
@astronomyjc

#astroJC

 MarcelAstroph 1 hour ago

 If they underestimate the feedback, their black holes would grow too
fast, so they would get too massive BHs, right? 
@DrMRFrancis

#astroJC

 MarcelAstroph 1 hour ago

 The merging criteria seem reasonable. Since 1 of their conclusions is that
the gals undergo hardly any mergers though... 
@ntejos

#astrojc

 astronomyjc 1 hour ago

...would have been good to see more discussion of how the criteria used affect this
#astrojc

 astronomyjc 1 hour ago

In Fig. 3 it seems they do not have any cold dense ISM left in their galaxies. Don't
we also observe active BHs in spirals? #astroJC

 MarcelAstroph 1 hour ago

 Yes I think so: Seyfert galaxies @MarcelAstroph #astrojc

 astronomyjc 58 minutes ago

  Does anyone understand why everybody uses this sound
speed criterion? Why not something like escape velocity? 
@astronomyjc @ntejos

#astroJC

 MarcelAstroph 58 minutes ago

 Yes, active BH exist in all types of large galaxies. @MarcelAstroph #astroJC

 DrMRFrancis 58 minutes ago

  Maybe because they always treat it in terms of gas dynamics?@MarcelAstroph @ntejos
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#astrojc

 astronomyjc 56 minutes ago

Does anybody understand why BHs need to blow gas all out of the halo in order to
self-regulate? Why is the small scale unimportant? #astroJC

 MarcelAstroph 55 minutes ago

 The gas has to be blown sufficiently far away that it doesn't
immediately fall back to the core 
@MarcelAstroph

#astrojc

 astronomyjc 52 minutes ago

 Or is it related to destroying the cold streams? @astronomyjc #astroJC

 MarcelAstroph 49 minutes ago

Real jets are pretty big anyway. They may be simplifying by ignoring the stuff that
stays in the galaxy. #astroJC

 DrMRFrancis 49 minutes ago

 The problem is I don't think anyone's sure yet exactly how
feedback works - via quasar winds, radio jets or what? 
@MarcelAstroph

#astrojc

 astronomyjc 48 minutes ago

 I agree, but the feedback recipe could also be key to their result, so
not testing the dependence on it is dangerous. 
@astronomyjc

#astroJC

 MarcelAstroph 46 minutes ago

Feedback from jets seems to be more important at lower redshift from weaker AGN.
Focusing on quasar winds in this paper I think #astrojc

 astronomyjc 45 minutes ago

 The problem is the Letter format is only long enough to present
their interesting results, but doesn't leave... 
@MarcelAstroph

#astrojc

 astronomyjc 45 minutes ago

enough time to really address all the potential problems #astrojc

 astronomyjc 44 minutes ago

Also, why does the accreting gas shock only at Rvir/5, isn't that very far in? Does it
relate to their feedback or cooling? #astroJC

 MarcelAstroph 44 minutes ago

Though now I look I'm not sure this paper is a Letter! #astrojc

 astronomyjc 42 minutes ago

 Where does it say that? @MarcelAstroph #astrojc

 astronomyjc 40 minutes ago
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 I think to see that from the last fig. The temp only shoots up deep
inside. 
@astronomyjc

#astroJC

 MarcelAstroph 39 minutes ago

Ow no! I'm kicked out of my building due to a chemical spill, hope to be back in the
discussion in a minute! #astroJC

 MarcelAstroph 38 minutes ago

 It looks like the gas cools down onto the core and when it gets
close enough to the feedback kicks in & heats it 
@MarcelAstroph

#astrojc

 astronomyjc 35 minutes ago

In general what do you all think of the paper? #astrojc

 astronomyjc 34 minutes ago

I'm a little shaky on my background, not being a galaxy guy. #astroJC

 DrMRFrancis 33 minutes ago

I thought it was a good paper with a plausible explanation for black hole growth in
the early universe #astrojc

 astronomyjc 30 minutes ago

 Agreed, with the caveat that the feedback mechanism is speculative.@astronomyjc
#astroJC

 DrMRFrancis 29 minutes ago

There are some issues that would have been good to see addressed but it's good
that their results make testable predictions #astrojc

 astronomyjc 29 minutes ago

I love the sim. Too bad they didn't treat other physics better, not sure about the
concl about bus above m-sigma. Nice visuals. #astrojc

 MarcelAstroph 28 minutes ago

Well, that's the 'official' hour up. Thanks all for taking part! #astrojc

 astronomyjc 26 minutes ago

Thanks all, was fun! #astrojc

 MarcelAstroph 25 minutes ago
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Is anyone an AGN researcher? If so, would you mind answering a couple of questions for
me? #astroJC

 DrMRFrancis 23 minutes ago

Content from Twitter
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